
Now is the time to deepen our support for the cleantech entrepreneurs and innovations 
that are beginning to transform our world. The first pandemic of the globalization era 
has hurt the health and livelihood of billions. And we have seen how short-sighted 
policy, investment and inequities put everyone at risk, especially the most vulnerable.

Yet we have also seen what is possible. We have united across countries and around 
the world in common purpose. We have altered how we live, and have even witnessed a 
far softer footprint on the earth. And we have seen surging interest – and investment – 
in climate-friendly products. 

We now know we can have both clean air and a robust economy. Tax deductible 
contributions to the Decarbon8-US Fund allow anyone to accelerate the enterprises 
making that possible, in addition to personal co-investment opportunities.

The Decarbon8-US Fund:

Makes equity and debt investments in early stage companies with market-ready 
solutions, with more than $2 milllion invested since 2020.

Is philanthropic and open to everyone, accepting donations and grants of any size.

Will focus on decarbonizing agriculture, following 2020 fund and personal investments 
in 3 companies whose revenues have grown 300% or or more.   
Five 2021 transportation investments are growing strongly as well. 

Helps accredited investors co-invest to boost impact.

Reinvests returns to amplify progress; larger contributions may share returns with a 
donor advised fund or foundation.

Leverages a diverse coalition and is led by cleantech angel network E8.  Veteran 
investors and subject matter experts form the Investment Committee; the Fund is 
hosted by Realize Impact, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit.

Our Partners:

Learn more & contribute!
decarbon8-us.org
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Energy efficiency
reducing energy consumed

THE PATHWAYS
These strategies can get us to a clean energy future. Check the Fund Brief and Decarbon8-US.org
for examples of the startups that will be the engines of change.

Clean electricity
reducing emissions from generation

Low-carbon fuels
reducing emissions intensity

Electrification
switching to clean electricity

Carbon capture
capturing CO2 from facilities or removing it from the atmosphere
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Changing climate change starts with us and there is no time to lose. We cannot lose hard-won 
momentum in the Northwest and across North America: donate now to support established, high 
potential decarbonization solutions.

You: Make a contribution

Online or via check  (“Realize Impact-D8”; 271 Winslow Way E, #11548 
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110-0106),  securities, grants (EIN: 46-3594732), 
matching gifts and more!

Crave impact and a new way to make a difference

Believe in the transformative power of entrepreneurship and markets

Seek inspiration and learning opportunities for your family or employees

Want to learn about cleantech and angel investing Contact: E8 Director Mike Rea with questions and ideas. 
Mike@e8angels.com 425.409.9531

decarbon8-us.org
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